
Parshas Matos-Masei-Chazak 

 ?What Price Life - כי הדם הוא יחניף את הארץ

This week’s Parsha contains Moshe Rabbeinu’s last “Official Act in Office” before his פטירה. 

Indeed, as such an act is traditionally meant to be, it was an act of the greatest mercy and respect 

for life. Moshe put together the legal framework for dealing with acts of deliberate and 

unintentional murder. The Mitzvah ends with the warning to prosecute murders vigorously –  ולא

 Chanifah” usually means flattery. What might those charged with prosecuting“ .תחניפו את הארץ

acts of murder do that would constitute flattery?  

When someone has a hidden agenda, he may attempt to gain an opponent’s confidence or throw 

him off-guard with words and actions of flattery. R’ Moshe Feinstein, zt”l explained that although 

Torah law and secular law both call for judicious treatment of acts of murder, there is a point 

where the Torah’s regard for the sacredness of the breath of life of the Tzelem Elokim and a 

secular system of the Law of the Land, part ways. The way of the world is to regard the sanctity 

of life with the highest value – to a point. This regard is based on societal norms and often guided 

by expediencies of the current climate. Sometimes the value of achieving national goals is given 

priority over preserving a life. Government conspiracies to gain or maintain dominance, unlawful 

detentions and the like, are not always works of fiction. These are entities that place The Agenda 

over all else – including life and liberty that may stand in the way. Euthanasia, pulling-the-plug to 

save millions of budgetary dollars, is an everyday consideration among moral and dignified 

hospital and insurance company executives all around the world.  

Torah law does not countenance such considerations. Such Chanifah, to put on a moral face 

while stepping on the oxygen tube, is intolerable. Even a Melech Yisroel, empowered with royal 

license to act above the law, who attempts to meet his goals at the cost of innocent lives, is held 

to the greatest scrutiny.  

The climate of life expectancy and measuring the value of life, has precipitously and chillingly 

changed in the last period. We are living in a time and place where life is not as valuable as it 

once was. The New York State Legislature is now considering a bill, which will join with several 

other states in deeming Physician-assisted Suicide lawful. Families of gravely ill or injured 

patients, and elderly or incapacitated loved ones, are almost immediately confronted with 

suggestions to issue DNR or other legal writs of discontinuance of treatment. Often, these choices 

are thrust in their faces moments after arrival in the Emergency room, without pause to collect 

their wits before making such momentous decisions. Personal physicians and trusted Rabbonim 

may be unreachable when a family is suddenly plunged into the terror of making such decisions, 

on the spot. It is so easy to be swayed by the professionalism and all-knowing demeanor of the 

doctors and nurses that exude confidence and familiarity with the inevitable, while counseling on 

the merits of “death with dignity”. By default, hospitals and rehab facilities opt to defer or withhold 

medications and treatment with such patients, unless the family vigorously insists otherwise. 

Family members have to watch their loved ones like hawks and stay on top of their care, or else 

doctors and staff will look the other way.  



There is no doubt that sometimes the sad choice to discontinue care, is the correct choice. 

However, such decisions require proper orientation and understanding of the situation at hand. 

There cannot be blanket pronouncements that did not take the patient’s current state into 

consideration. This is why it so important to take advantage of readily available Halachic Living 

Wills, that include the stipulation to require Rabbinical oversight, and legally executed Health 

Proxy forms, before any crisis occurs. Now, Rabbonim can be contacted for guidance. This week, 

questions can be asked of personal physicians. The outstanding work of Agudas Yisroel’s Chaim 

Aruchim organization, is making great inroads in this area. Their staff of Rabbonim, consultants 

and activists are knowledgeable in all aspects of hospice and palliative care. They offer guidance 

on Living Wills and Health Proxy forms and have dedicated ties with and immediate access to 

physicians, Poskim and facilities, that offer people in need a broad range of information and 

guidance, 24 hours a day, at 718-ARUCHIM (718-278-2446), chayimaruchim.com. 

A family had gathered to confer with their elderly father’s doctor. The condition was grave. There 

was no optimistic prognosis. The doctor gently and sagaciously encouraged stopping life support 

so that the suffering patient may “die with dignity”. That honey-covered phrase incensed one of 

the family members, a well-known Talmid Chochom who broke the spell, “Die with dignity?!” he 

shouted, “There is nothing more Undignified, than death!” 

Even the common-sense laws of the Torah that preserve law and order must be regarded as 

Chukim, laws that go beyond limited human logic and understanding, וחי בהם! 

 חזק חזק ונתחזק
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Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Matos-Maasei-27 Tamuz 

Yoseif HaTzaddik ben Yaakov Avinu  
 Baba Elazaar Abuchatzeira (1948-2011) of Be’er Sheva. Grandson of the legendary Baba Sali, 

ADMO”R R’ Yisroel Abuchatzeira. Felled by the hand of a knife-

wielding madman. 

 

 

 

 

 

Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Matos-Maasei-Chazak-28 Tamuz 

Shabbos Mevorchim Chodesh Menachem Av 

Rav Moshe Teitelbaum, av beis din of Ujhely, Hungary (1759-1841), author of Yismach Moshe, 

founder of Satmar and Sighet dynasties. He was a direct descendent of the Rema. 

He served as Rav and Av Beis Din of Shinova at the age of 26. He made a 

shidduch with his only daughter to a chasid of the Chozeh of Lublin, and shortly 

thereafter became of follower himself. He taught Rav Yechezkel Shraga 

Halberstam of Shinova.  

  



 

 

Rav Shlomo Ganzfried (1804-1886), author of Kitzur Shulchan Aruch. born in Ungwar, 

Hungary. His father died while he was still young, and he was raised by the Rav 

of Ungwar, Rav Tzvi Hirsch Heller. Other works include Kesses HaSofer, 

a halachic primer for Sofrim. Pnei Shlomo and Sheim Yosef on Shas. Toras 

Zevach, a halakhic handbook Shochtim. Sefer Apiryon, a commentary on 

Chumash. Lechem V'simlah on the laws of Niddah. Ohalei Sheim on the official 

spellings of Hebrew names, as pertaining to gittin. Sefer Galuy A letter written at 

the time of the Congress of 1869. 
 

Rav Sinai of Zhemigrod (1870-1941) Rav Chaim of Sanz especially treasured his fourth son, 

Rav Baruch of Gorlitz, saying that a lofty soul such as his had not descended to the world for the 

past three hundred years. When he was fourteen, Rav Baruch married the daughter of Rav 

Yekusiel Yehudah Teitelbaum, the Yitav Lev of Sighet and a talmid of Rav Chaim Sanzer, and in 

1870, Rav Sinai was born to the couple, in Rudnik. After reaching adulthood, Rav Sinai served 

as rav for several years in Gorlitz and Koloshitz, before taking over a permanent position in 

Zmigród, a scenic mountain town about 150 kilometers from Cracow, where Jews had lived since 

at least 1410. Zmigród had a relatively small community - a 1900 census records it having 1,240 

Jews out of a total population of 2,249. Nowadays, this region of Austrian-controlled Galicia is 

part of Poland. He escaped the Nazis by fleeing to Lemberg, Galicia, but was exiled to Siberia by 

the Soviets. He did not survive the trip. 

 

Harav Yoseif Sholom Eliyashav (1910-2012)  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunday, Shabbos Chazon-29 Tamuz-Erev Rosh Chodesh Menachem Av 

Yom Kippur Koton 

Rav Yochanan HaSandler 

 

Rav Shlomo Yitzchaki (Rashi) (1040-1105). He traced his ancestry through the Tanna'im Rav 

Yochanan HaSandlar and Hillel the Elder back to King Dovid. He received his early talmudic 

training from his father, Rav Yitzchak. At a young age he went to Worms, Germany, to broaden 

his knowledge under Rav Yaakov ben Yakar. At the age of 25 he returned to his native Troyes. 

Amazingly, Rashi accomplished all his work during the Period of the Crusades, when life was 

extremely dangerous for the Jews. Rashi had three daughters, who were great scholars in their 

own right, but also were married to men of greatness, and had children known as the "Baalei 

Tosafos," the most famous of whom, Rav Yaakov ben Meir, was known as Rabbeinu Tam.  

 

Rav Yehoshua Boaz, the Shiltei Hagibborim, Italian commentator to Rif (1612)  
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Monday, Shabbos Chazon - Rosh Chodesh Menachem Av 

Aharon Hakohen , Elazar ben Aharon Hakohen 

Rav Shlomo Halberstam, Bobover Rov (1908-2000), son of Rav Ben Zion, grandson of Rav 

Shlomo, founder of the Bobov dynasty. At the outbreak of World War II, he 

and his father escaped to Lemberg. On the fourth of Av 1942 his father was 

killed, and Rav Shlomo escaped to the Bochnia Ghetto. In Bochnia, the Rav 

lost his Rebbetzin and two children. He managed to escape with his only 

surviving child, Naftali, to Budapest, and then to Bucharest. Rav Shlomo is 

believed to have been the last remaining Chassidic rabbi to have survived 

the Holocaust. Born in the Galicia region of central Europe, Rav Halberstam 

arrived in the United States in 1946, alone and indigent after his group was 

largely obliterated by the Nazis. During the war, Halberstam dressed up as a nun in order to 

rescue other Jews, hiding them in the false bottom of a coal truck. The Bobover Rov is widely 

credited with rebuilding the Bobover community in the United States and spearheading the 

creation of numerous Bobover communities and institutions around the globe. 

 

Tuesday, Shabbos Chazon - 2 Av 

Rav Moshe Stern, the Debrecziner Rav, author of Be’er Moshe (1914-1997). Born in Neuhaizal, 

Slovakia, on Hoshana Rabah, his father, Rav Avraham, was the Rav of 

Neuhaizal, a historian and author of the sefarim, Gapei Eish on the Shas, 

Shulchan Eish and Melitzei Eish. After learning with his father and grandfather, 

Rav Moshe left Neuhaizal to study in Yeshivas Pressburg, headed by the 

Chasam Sofer's great-grandson, Rav Akiva Sofer, the Daas Sofer. After his 

marriage, he moved to Debrecen, Hungary's second largest city, where Jews 

had been barred from living until 1840. Debrecen had served as the capital of 

Hungary twice, once in 1849, and a second time, in 1944. In Debrecen, he was 

appointed a poseik and dayan. By 1941, 9,142 Jews lived in Debrecen and 

comprised about 7% of its population. After the war, about 4,640 Jews returned to Debrecen 

making it the largest Jewish community in the area. Rav Moshe restructured the kehillah. 

Together with the Admor of Erlau, he even founded a yeshivah in Budapest. In about 1950, Rav 

Moshe was invited to be the rav of Buenos Aires, Argentina, where he stayed for a year. Soon 

afterwards, Rav Moshe moved to New York and established his 'Kahal Yesodei HaTorah' whose 

congregants were mostly immigrants from Hungary. In 1969, Rav Moshe began publishing his 

sefer of responsa, Be'er Moshe. Another of Rav Moshe's sefarim is his "Kunterus Ha'Electric" 

where he discusses the dozens of shaylos involved with electricity, such as accepting testimony 

over the phone and setting up alarms to work on Shabbos.  

Wednesday, Shabbos Chazon - 3 Av 

Rav Shamshon of Astropolia, one of the greatest Mekubalim, along with 10,000 Jews of Polana, 

died al kiddush Hashem, in the Chmielnicki massacres (1648).  

 



Rav Eliyahu Moshe Shisgal zt”l son-in-law of Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l (1973 - age 52) 

Rav Shisgal, one of the greatest American-raised gedolim, was 

Rav Moshe Feinstein’s son-in-law. Tragically, he passed away at 

the young age of 52. Rav Eliyahu Moshe Shisgal was born in 

Slutzk in 1921. His sandek was Rav Isser Zalman Meltzer, father-

in-law of Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l. He arrived in the United States 

in 1925 at the age of 4. Rav Avrohom Yitzchok Shisgal, his father, 

had brought his entire family. 

Rav Eliyahu Moshe studied in Yeshiva Torah VaDaas and 

learned under Rav Shlomo Heiman zt”l and Rav Reuvan Grozofsky zt”l. At the young age of 18, 

in May of 1939, Rav Shisgal published a learned article in the Torah journal HaMesilah about 

doubts in Shechita. The lomdisha piece was so brilliant that it reflected his gadlus baTorah. 

Rav Shisgal taught in Torah Vadaas at the instigation of his Rebbe, Rav Shlomo Heiman zt”l. He 

became a maggid shiur at the age of 22, while still single. He taught the older bochurim. He taught 

in Torah vaDaas for twenty years. On Sunday, February 7th, 1943, Rav Shisgal married the 

daughter of Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l. The mesader kiddushin was Rabbi Yaakov Kanterovitz 

from Trenton, NJ. Present also were Rav Aharon Kotler, Rav Lazer Silver, and Rav Yitzchok 

haLevi Rosenberg. 

In the early sixties he was appointed as the Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshiva Be’er Shmuel for two years. 

Earlier, in 1951, he became the Rav of the local shul, an unpaid position he served in for eighteen 

years. In 1954 he began to teach in Tiferes Yerushalayim for eight years. He taught at the Staten 

Island campus. All in all he taught Torah for 30 years. Rav Shisgal also served as a Rav of a local 

shul, Congregation Beth HaKnesses. It was established in 1893 and his father was the previous 

Rav. He served completely unsalaried. The shul faced many struggles, including blatant anti-

Semitism. In 1953 the city acquired the shul forcefully by condemning the building at 290 Madison 

and then planning to build a 17 million dollar project there called the La Guardia Houses for close 

to 1100 families. Eventually, the city gave the shul an opportunity to buy back the building for 

$124,000 in 1956. In 1971, the shul finally paid off its mortgage. Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l and 

lehavdil Mayor Lindsay were both present at a ceremony celebrating this occasion. 

On March 20th to 21st, 1971, the shul was vandalized and set on fire r”l. It suffered some $50,000 

in damages. Two days later the vandals returned to abuse other religious articles that had 

escaped the fire. Then a few weeks later anti-Semitic slogans were scrawled in black ink on the 

synagogue’s floors. In the final week of August most of the remaining siddurim were stolen too. 

The shul had some 60 mispallelim. 

REMARKABLE REBBE 

Rav Shisgal was a remarkable teacher. Rav Feinstein, his father-in-law, describes his relationship 

with his students as that of a friend. Rav Moshe described his method of learning as to first study 

and understand each matter in great depth. His students picked up this method and became great 

Torah scholars. He also had tremendous humility. Torah never stopped from his mouth. Rav 

Moshe said that what he learned and knew in his short time here of 52 years, other Talmidim 

could not know in 100 years. 

RAV SHISGAL’S REBBEIM 

Rav Shisgal was very attached to his Rebbe Rav Shlomo Heiman (1892-1945). At the funeral he 

saw that one of the talmidim was not crying. He said to him, the Rebbe is not here, why can’t you 



cry? 

He was close to Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky, Rav Henkin, Rav Aharon Kotler and, of course, Rav 

Moshe Feinstein. 

When Rav Aharon arrived in America he began saying a shiur in Seder Zraim in Manhattan. Rav 

Shisgal attended. When Rav Aharon established his Yeshiva in Lakewood, Reb Shraga Feivel 

Mendelewitz sent his top bochurim to learn there and to help establish the Yeshiva. Rav Shisgal 

went and became very attached to Rav Aharon. 

RAV MOSHE’S SON-IN-LAW 

In July 29, 1957, Rav Moshe Feinstein penned a response to him regarding kanayim pogin bo. 

He addresses him as my son-in-law who is like a son. Rav Moshe Feinstein wrote that he merited 

to have him as his very first son-in-law. He wrote that he derived great pleasure from him in Torah, 

wisdom, and fear of heaven. 

At the shloshim, Rav Moshe Feinstein cried as he read the posuk in the parsha of the week in Ki 

Savo. The declaration that is made was, I have done all that you have commanded me..” Rav 

Moshe burst in tears and said, “Velcher Mentche – Who in this world can say, I have done all that 

You have commanded me?” HaRav Shisgal could say, I have done all that You have commanded 

me.” 

After his passing, Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky said, “No one truly knew him. His place was among 

those of a much earlier generation.” (Adapted from Rabbi Yair Hoffman, Five Towns Jewish 

Times) 

 

Thursday, Shabbos Chazon - 4 Menachem Av 

Rav Benzion Halberstam of Bobov, Hy”d (1874-1942). Born in Bokovosk, Galicia , to Rav 

Shlomo Halberstam, a grandson of Rav Chaim of Sanz. In 1893, Rav 

Shlomo moved to Bobov and appointed his son, Rav Benzion Rav of the 

town. His father’s work at working with youth was sadly cut short when he 

died suddenly in 1905, at the age of 58. On the following Shabbos, Rav 

Shlomo’s brothers appointed Rav Benzion the Bobover Rebbe. He 

followed in his father’s footsteps by focusing on the youth. He was 

murdered with 20,000 Jews after being forced to dig a mass grave in a 

forest outside of Lvov (Lemberg). Rav Benzion was survived by two sons 

– Rav Shlomo Halberstam, the Bobover Rebbe (d. 2000), and Rav Yechezkel Dovid (d. 1978), 

as well as 7 daughters, the oldest of whom was Devora Leah Twerski, of Milwaukee.  
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